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Bedtime Math: The Truth Comes Out
2015-03-03

we want kids to feel about math the way they feel about dessert after
dinner laura overdeck time magazine our mission to make math a fun
part of kids everyday lives when is the last time you gave your child
a math problem just for fun yesterday last year maybe never we all
know it s wonderful to read bedtime stories to kids but the question
remains what about doing math math has a negative association in our
culture and many americans are uncomfortable and even fearful of
math and numbers but bedtime math is here to change all that in
bedtime math 3 math and fun facts combine for one wacky and wild
adventure now kids can discover the truth behind all their favorite
things marshmallows coca cola astronaut ice cream and more these fun
mischief making math problems aren t just kid friendly but actually
kid appealing with over 100 math problems on a variety of topics kids
will find math isn t just fun it can be found everywhere and with
three different levels of challenge wee ones little kids and big kids
plus a bonus question there s something for everyone we can make
numbers fun and change the world one bedtime math problem at a
time

Bedtime Math: This Time It's Personal
2014-04-08

we want kids to feel about math the way they feel about dessert after
dinner laura overdeck time magazine our mission to make math a fun
part of kids everyday lives in bedtime math this time it s personal
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families will find fun mischief making math problems that kids can t
wait to figure out with over 100 math riddles on topics from pillow
forts and and sneeze speeds to overfed pets and underwear kids will
find math isn t just fun it can be found in their everyday lives and
with three different levels of challenge wee ones little kids and big
kids plus a brand new bonus question there s something for everyone
just as we all love stories before bedtime families will find math is
equally as fun and engaging many generations kids and parents
included have been intimidated by math but bedtime math is here to
change all we can make numbers fun and change the world one
bedtime math puzzle at a time

Bedtime Math: This Time It's Personal
2014-03-11

we want kids to feel about math the way they feel about dessert after
dinner laura overdeck time magazine our mission to make math a fun
part of kids everyday lives in bedtime math this time it s personal
families will find fun mischief making math problems that kids can t
wait to figure out with over 100 math riddles on topics from pillow
forts and and sneeze speeds to overfed pets and underwear kids will
find math isn t just fun it can be found in their everyday lives and
with three different levels of challenge wee ones little kids and big
kids plus a brand new bonus question there s something for everyone
just as we all love stories before bedtime families will find math is
equally as fun and engaging many generations kids and parents
included have been intimidated by math but bedtime math is here to
change all we can make numbers fun and change the world one
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bedtime math puzzle at a time

How Many Guinea Pigs Can Fit on a Plane?
2017-06-06

how many bees does it take to make one jar of honey how many
soccer balls would fit inside a hollow earth how many pieces of gum
would it take to stick you to a wall and keep you there believe it or
not you can find out the answers to these questions yourself using
math combining questions from real readers like you with surprising
answers laura overdeck s how many guinea pigs can fit on a plane
proves that numbers can be fun and that math is power

Bedtime Math: A Fun Excuse to Stay Up Late
2013-06-25

our mission to make math a fun part of kids everyday lives we all
know it s wonderful to read bedtime stories to kids but what about
doing math many generations of americans are uncomfortable with
math and numbers and too often we hear the phrase i m just not good
at math for decades this attitude has trickled down from parents to
their kids and we now have a culture that finds math dry
intimidating and just not cool bedtime math wants to change all that
inside this book families will find fun mischief making math problems
to tackle math that isn t just kid friendly but actually kid appealing
with over 100 math riddles on topics from jalapeños and submarines to
roller coasters and flamingos this book bursts with math that looks
nothing like school and with three different levels of challenge wee
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ones little kids and big kids there s something for everyone we can
make numbers fun and change the world one bedtime math puzzle at
a time

Bedtime Math for Kids 2017-11-11

easy math for kids make kids learn math the easy and fastest way
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the jacob s ladder reading comprehension program nonfiction targets
reading comprehension skills in high ability learners by moving
students through an inquiry process from basic understanding to
critical analyses of texts using a field tested method developed by the
center for gifted education at william mary students in grade 3 will
be able to comprehend and analyze any nonfiction reading passage
after completing the activities in this book using skill ladders
connected to individual readings related to essays articles comparison
documents infographics and other nonfiction texts students move from
lower order concrete thinking skills to higher order critical thinking
skills all of the books geared to increasing grade levels include high
interest readings ladders to increase reading skill development and
easy to implement instructions the ladders include multiple skills
necessary for academic success covering language arts standards such
as sequencing cause and effect classification making generalizations
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inference understanding emotion using and thinking about words and
recognizing themes and concepts optional student workbook packs in
addition to this teacher s guide companion student workbooks are
available for science and math social studies and fiction nonfiction
comparisons the student workbooks feature ample room for student
responses and notes make reviewing and providing feedback on
student work easier than ever provide students with an easy to use
reference to use during discussions and save time as there is no need
to reproduce student handouts grade 3

Jacob's Ladder Reading Comprehension
Program 2021-09-03

growing mathematical minds is the documentation of an innovative bi
directional process of connecting research and practice in early
childhood mathematics the book translates research on early
mathematics from developmental psychology into terms that are
meaningful to teachers and readily applicable in early childhood
classrooms it documents teacher responses and conveys their thoughts
and questions back to representative researchers who reply in turn in
so doing this highly useful book creates a conversation in which
researchers and teachers each bring their expertise to bear their
communication about these topics informed by the thinking
commitment and experience of both groups helps us better
understand how developmental psychology can improve math
teaching and how math teaching can in turn inform developmental
science the book bridges the gap between research and practice
helping teachers to adopt evidence based practices and apply cutting
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edge research findings and prompting developmental researchers to
consider their work within the framework of practice growing
mathematical minds identifies and elucidates research with profound
implications for teaching children from three to eight years so they
develop foundational math knowledge and skills positive attitudes
toward math and basic abilities to think mathematically

Growing Mathematical Minds 2018-08-16

how to build productive relationships in math education i wasn t
taught this way i can t help my child these are common refrains from
today s parents and guardians who are often overwhelmed confused
worried and frustrated about how to best support their children with
what they see as the new math the problem has been compounded by
the shift to more distance learning in response to a global pandemic
partnering with parents in elementary school math provides
educators with long overdue guidance on how to productively
partner and communicate with families about their children s
mathematics learning it includes reproducible surveys letters and
planning documents that can be used to improve the home school
relationship which in turn helps students parents teachers and
education leaders alike readers will find guidance on how to
understand and empathize with what fuels parents anxieties and
concerns align as a school and set parents expectations about what
math instruction their children will experience and how it will help
them communicate clearly and productively with parents about their
students progress strengths and needs in math run informative and
fun family events support homework coach parents to portray a
productive disposition about math in front of their children educators
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families and students are best served when proactive productive and
healthy relationships have been developed with each other and with
the realities of today s math education this guide shows how these
relationships can be built

Partnering With Parents in Elementary
School Math 2021-02-15

this book offers parents a resource they can use to navigate their child
s education communicate with teachers and support their children in
learning mathematics and literacy after providing an overview of the
current educational climate and tips for communication with teachers
we share strategies and suggestions parents can use to assist their
children in language arts and mathematics we provide detailed
descriptions of activities games books and conversations that connect
with what children will be learning at each grade level

Nurturing Your Child's Math and Literacy in
Pre-K–Fifth Grade 2016-11-23

students pursue problems they re curious about not problems they re
told to solve creating a math classroom filled with confident problem
solvers starts by introducing challenges discovered in the real world
not by presenting a sequence of prescribed problems says gerald
aungst in this groundbreaking book he offers a thoughtful approach for
instilling a culture of learning in your classroom through five
powerful yet straightforward principles conjecture collaboration
communication chaos and celebration aungst shows you how to
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embrace collaboration and purposeful chaos to help students engage in
productive struggle using non routine and unsolved problems put
each chapter s principles into practice through a variety of strategies
activities and by incorporating technology tools introduce substantive
lasting cultural changes in your classroom through a manageable
gradual shift in processes and behaviors five principles of the modern
mathematics classroom offers new ideas for inspiring math students by
building a more engaging and collaborative learning environment
bravo this book brings a conceptual framework for k 12 mathematics
to life as a parent and as the executive director of edutopia i commend
aungst for sharing his 5 principles this is a perfect blend of inspiring
and practical highly recommended cindy johanson executive director
edutopia george lucas educational foundation aungst ignites the magic
of mathematics by reminding us what makes mathematicians so
passionate about their subject matter grounded in research his work
takes us on a journey into classrooms so that we may take away tips to
put into practice today erin klein teacher speaker and author of
redesigning learning spaces

5 Principles of the Modern Mathematics
Classroom 2015-10-09

a program for parents and professionals on how to raise kids who love
to read featuring interviews with childhood development experts
advice from librarians tips from authors and children s book publishers
and reading recommendations for kids from birth up to age five every
parent wants to give his or her child a competitive advantage in born
reading publishing insider and new dad jason boog explains how that
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can be as simple as opening a book studies have shown that interactive
reading a method that creates dialogue as you read together can raise a
child s iq by more than six points in fact interactive reading can have
just as much of a determining factor on a child s iq as vitamins and a
healthy diet but there s no book that takes the cutting edge research
on interactive reading and shows parents teachers and librarians how
to apply it to their day to day lives with kids until now born reading
provides step by step instructions on interactive reading and advice
for developing your child s interest in books from the time they are
born boog has done the research talked with the leading experts in
child development and worked with them to compile the born
reading essential books lists offering specific titles tailored to the
interests and passions of kids from birth to age five but reading can
take many forms print books as well as ebooks and apps and born
reading also includes tips on how to use technology the right way to
help not hinder your child s intellectual development parents will
find advice on which educational apps best supplement their child s
development when to start introducing digital reading to their child
and how to use tech to help create the readers of tomorrow born
reading will show anyone who loves kids how to make sure the
children they care about are building a powerful foundation in
literacy from the beginning of life

Born Reading 2014-07-15

are you frustrated or confused by the way math is taught to your
child today are you tired of trying to figure out what your child is
doing when they draw visuals in math do you want to feel smarter
than a 5th grader again well this book is for you we have taken the
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major parts of the 21st century mathematics curriculum and rewritten
it in an easy to read format this book breaks down all the educational
jargon so you can finally communicate mathematically with your
child again no matter whether your child is 3 months old or 10 years
old this book will give you a stronger understanding of the how the
why and the what behind the shifts in math education today

Adding Parents to the Equation 2019-05-15

the fifth volume in the mathematical cognition and learning series
focuses on informal learning environments and other parental
influences on numerical cognitive development and formal
instructional interventions for improving mathematics learning and
performance the chapters cover the use of numerical play and games
for improving foundational number knowledge as well as school math
performance the link between early math abilities and the
approximate number system and how families can help improve the
early development of math skills the book goes on to examine
learning trajectories in early mathematics the role of mathematical
language in acquiring numeracy skills evidence based assessments of
early math skills approaches for intensifying early mathematics
interventions the use of analogies in mathematics instruction schema
based diagrams for teaching ratios and proportions the role of cognitive
processes in treating mathematical learning difficulties and addresses
issues associated with intervention fadeout identifies the relative
influence of school and family on math learning discusses the efficacy
of numerical play for improvement in math features learning
trajectories in math examines the role of math language in numeracy
skills includes assessments of math skills explores the role of cognition
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in treating math based learning difficulties

Cognitive Foundations for Improving
Mathematical Learning 2019-01-03
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instant new york times wall street journal and usa today bestseller
world class pediatric surgeon social scientist and best selling author of
thirty million words dr dana suskind returns with a revelatory new
look at the neuroscience of early childhood development and how it
can guide us toward a future in which every child has the
opportunity to fulfill their potential her prescription for this more
prosperous and equitable future as clear as it is powerful is more
robust support for parents during the most critical years of their
children s development in her poignant new book parent nation
written with award winning science writer lydia denworth dr
suskind helps parents recognize both their collective identity and
their formidable power as custodians of our next generation weaving
together the latest science on the developing brain with heart
breaking and relatable stories of families from all walks of life dr
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suskind shows that the status quo scores of parents convinced they
should be able to shoulder the enormous responsibility of early
childhood care and education on their own is not only unsustainable
but deeply detrimental to the wellbeing of children families and
society anyone looking for a blueprint for how to build a brighter
future for our children will find one in parent nation informed by the
science of foundational brain development as well as history political
science and the lived experiences of families around the country this
book clearly outlines how society can and should help families meet
the developmental needs of their children only then can we ensure
that all children are able to enjoy the promise of their potential

Parent Nation 2022-04-26
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math isn t just something you learn in school and forget it s an
important part of the world around you whether it s cooking in the
kitchen shopping for groceries or enjoying a game of baseball this
series shows young readers important math concepts at work in the
real world each book focuses on specific early math skills typically
taught in grade 1
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Math at School 2022-08-01
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how many objects are in the shopping basket how many more do we
need how much does each item cost young readers will enjoy helping
with this shopping trip as they practice counting adding and using
money

Math at the Store 2022-08-01
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�������� for babies 2020-04

young readers will learn about counting adding and greater than less
than and equal to while enjoying a day at a baseball game

Math at the Game 2022-08-01

the technology revolution has made it critical for all children to
understand science technology engineering and math stem or risk
being left behind promising practices for engaging families in stem
learning explores how families schools and communities can join
together to promote student success in stem by building organized and
equitable pathways for family engagement across all of the settings in
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which students learn including schools early childhood programs
homes libraries and museums from the earliest years through
adolescence this thought provoking monograph includes three main
sections with chapters from leading thinkers in the field the first
section provides the theoretical and research base for the importance
of family engagement in stem and draws out the challenges and
opportunities that exist from the transmission of adults anxiety and
lack of confidence in their own stem skills to inequalities in out of
school learning opportunities to biases and misconceptions about the
kinds of stem supports offered by families from low income and
immigrant homes the second section builds on this research by
presenting success stories best practices and approaches to engaging
families in stem the final section focuses on how policies at the local
state and federal level can support the promotion of family
engagement in stem taken together the monograph shows that stem is
a powerful mechanism to connect engage and empower families stem
provides opportunities for parents and children to spend time together
asking fun and meaningful questions that link in and out of school
learning stem creates new experiences for families to co construct and
support learning with their children from the earliest years
throughout formal schooling and onto college and career pathways
stem also presents possibilities for families to build confidence and
agency in supporting children s interests especially those families who
might be marginalized because of their economic or language status
race or culture
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you ve created a steam program in your library but how do you work
literacy into the curriculum with this collection of resource
recommendations direction for program development and activities
you ll have students reading proficiently in no time many schools and
libraries are implementing steam programs in the school library
makerspace to promote problem solving by allowing students to create
their own solutions to a problem through trial and error in order to
enhance literacy development in the steam program however they
need resources for integrating literature into the curriculum in this
collection of resources for doing just that veteran education
professionals and practiced coauthors liz knowles and martha smith
bring readers over eight hundred recommended and annotated books
and web resources selected based on research on successfully
integrating steam and literacy programs and organized by the five
steam areas titles are complemented by discussion questions and
problem solving activities that will aid educators in both adding and
using the best literature to their steam programs for encouraging
learning in addition to promoting literacy these resources will help to
develop creativity lateral thinking skills and confidence in students

Promising Practices for Engaging Families in
STEM Learning 2018-05-01
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Boost Your STEAM Program with Great
Literature and Activities 2018-06-01

written with a focus on the english language arts common core
standards this book provides a complete plan for developing a literacy
program that focuses on boys pre k through grade 12 despite the fact
that reading and literacy among boys has been an area of concern for
years this issue remains unresolved today additionally the emphasis
and focus have changed due to the implementation of the english
language arts common core standards how can educators best
encourage male students to read and what new technologies and
techniques can serve this objective the common core approach to
building literacy in boys is an essential resource and reference for
teachers librarians and parents seeking to encourage reading in boys
from preschool to 12th grade providing a wide array of useful up to
date information that emphasizes the english language arts common
core standards the bibliographies and descriptions of effective strategies
in this book will enable you to boost reading interest and performance
in boys the chapters cover 16 different topics of interest to boys all
accompanied by a complete bibliography for each subject area
discussion questions writing connections and annotated new and
classic nonfiction titles information on specific magazines annotated
professional titles books made into film websites and apps that will
help you get boys interested in reading is also included
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school readiness is as much about schools recognizing the existing
capabilities and knowledge each child has when they enter school as it
is about supporting children and families in their preparation for
entering formal learning environments effective approaches that
address learning variability must take these differences into account
recognizing and leveraging opportunities inherent in the child s
ecosystem of resources the handbook of research on innovative
approaches to early childhood development and school readiness
assembles the most current research and thought leadership on the
ways in which innovative education stakeholders are working
together to impact the most critical years in a child s life the years
leading up to and including kindergarten covering topics such as
change agency experience quality and social emotional development
this book is a crucial resource for educational researchers child
development professionals school administrators pre k teachers pre
service teachers program managers policymakers non profit service
organizations early childhood edtech developers curriculum
developers and academicians

The Common Core Approach to Building
Literacy in Boys 2014-05-27
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Handbook of Research on Innovative
Approaches to Early Childhood Development
and School Readiness 2022-02-11

discover a lifetime of deeper sleep and dreams naturopathic doctor
laura harris smith offers practical guidance to help you increase in
prayer bolster faith and sleep better she explains the harmful effects
spiritual emotional and physical of what keeps you awake then she
leads you to a place of peace where you will learn to hear god speak to
you as you rest and discover how to speak back through various
avenues of prayer the entire book takes place in your bedroom with
chapters like the treasures in your bedroom rest dreams the monsters
in your closet familiar spirits the weapons under your pillow prayer
sleep the junk under your bed fear unforgiveness the morning after
interpreting your dreams where there is no sleep there are no dreams
where there is fear there is no faith and where there is stress there is
no peace it s time for you to give it to god and go to bed contains laura
s 10 days to deeper sleep and dreams program with links to 10 good
night videos where you ll receive nightly prayer and impartation
laura harris smith absolutely hits the nail on the head to render
powerless the killers of anxiety worry and lack of peace dr mark
sherwood co ceo functional medical institute

������ 2015-06

simple everyday ways to lifelong health for your body mind and
spirit these days we are living longer than ever yet we re more run
down anxious overweight exhausted stressed out depressed and all
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around more unwell than ever before the quantity of the days we
live is up but the quality of those days is down way down what if
there were a simple everyday way to change this what if a healthy
life were easily within your grasp body mind and spirit the good
news is that it is going beyond over hyped diets and complicated
exercise routines spiritual wellness expert and certified nutritional
counselor laura harris smith distills the essence of a healthy life into
one simple practical idea change your habits change your life by
showing that a truly healthy life is more than physical it s mental
emotional physical and spiritual smith gives you easy everyday ways
not only to live well but to live better in every area of life accessible
practical and grounded in real life the healthy living handbook is not a
major lifestyle overhaul it s just full of simple course corrections that
will bring you the peace rest energy connection and clarity you ve
longed for when you live from a place of true health you will love
more deeply engage more fully and participate with others more
wholeheartedly

Give It to God and Go to Bed 2021-09-07

what the most successful people do before breakfast is a powerful book
about high productivity from bestselling author laura vanderkam we
re all busy but we all waste time what are the secrets of using every
hour productively how do the most successful people spend their time
in this brilliant accessible book laura vanderkam inspires you to
rethink your morning routine and jump start your day if you use
your mornings wisely you can build habits that will lead to a happier
more productive life she also helps you to rethink your weekends she
explains why doing nothing can be more exhausting than doing
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something how to balance work and play and why sunday nights are
crucial finally she challenges you to make the most of your time at the
office focusing on matching your to do list to your natural body clock
she shows you how to maximize your productivity so you can
accomplish more in less time by blending stories of fascinating people
with cutting edge scientific research vanderkam shows us how to
maximize our valuable mornings make the most of our working hours
and enjoy the results with deeply satisfying weekends laura
vanderkam is the author of 168 hours and all the money in the world
her work has appeared in the wall street journal cbs moneywatch usa
today and fortune among others

The Healthy Living Handbook 2017-12-05
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What the Most Successful People Do Before
Breakfast 2013-09-05

the review you need to excel on the pharmacy technician
certification board examination mastering pharmacy technician math a
certification review is a super effective way for students preparing for
the pharmacy technician certification board examination to improve
their ability to perform basic math and pharmacy specific calculations
the book includes powerful learning aids such as practice exercises in
each chapter end of chapter q a a 50 question pretest that reviews key
concepts and three 100 question practice tests to prepare you for the
board exam all questions are correlated to the learning outcomes found
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in the book so you know exactly what to review should you answer a
question incorrectly mastering pharmacy technician math a
certification review is logically divided into ten chapters chapter 1
mathematical concepts reviews the basic mathematical building blocks
needed to master advanced pharmacy calculations including fractions
decimals percents ratios proportions conversions and cross
multiplication chapter 2 numbering systems reviews the different
systems of measurement and how to convert within and between
them including working with temperatures and time chapter 3
understanding drugs and drug orders identifies drug strengths doses
drug forms and routes of administration and explains how to identify
and interpret information on drug labels package inserts prescriptions
and medication orders chapter 4 methods of dosage calculations
presents methods to perform dosage calculations correctly including
fraction proportion ratio proportion dimensional analysis and formulas
chapter 5 oral dosages describes the processes for calculating dosages
amount to dispense and estimated days supply for oral medications
chapter 6 parenteral dosages excluding intravenous describes
parenteral medications including those given by injection inhalants
transdermal ophthalmic and otic drugs and drugs placed in the rectum
or vagina chapter 7 intravenous calculations describes how to calculate
iv concentrations and how to prepare medications for continuous and
intermittent iv infusion chapter 8 special preparations calculations
describes the processes to calculate concentrations ratio strengths final
volume final strength and dilutions as well as how to write recipes to
prepare compound drug orders and perform alligation calculations
chapter 9 medication safety and calculations discusses pharmacokinetics
high alert medications look alike sound alike medications how to
calculate drug half life values pediatric and geriatric calculations dea
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controlled substance requirements related to prescriber dea numbers
and how to perform the calculation needed to verify dea number
validity chapter 10 business inventory and reimbursement
calculations discusses reimbursements and patient payments and
describes how to calculate overhead costs profits and losses markups
turnover rates and correct costs and change
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travel a veritable timeline with kurt a farm boy in rural indiana from
the early 1940 s that takes you into the twenty fi rst century studying
by a kerosene lamp graduating from college serving in the u s army
raising a family he completed one career then fi nds his most
rewarding career working with children as he drives a school bus
that began in the fi rst grade

Mastering Pharmacy Technician Math: A
Certification Review 2014-06-22
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The Most Precious Cargo 2012-12-10
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laura vanderkam the author of what the most successful people do
before breakfast shows how we can take control of our weekends in
what the most successful people do on the weekend many of us
breathe a grateful tgif when friday rolls around envisioning a
weekend full of both productivity and refreshment yet too often our
precious weekends seem to disappear eaten up by unproductive work
or leisure that fails to energize us monday morning comes too fast
finding us still unrested with tasks still undone drawing on real life
stories and scientific research vanderkam explains why doing nothing
can be more exhausting than doing something and why happy people
make weekend plans in advance she shares weekend tips gleaned
from busy people such as politician and news host mike huckabee
former ceo frank baxter and tv producer aliza rosen she lists the kind
of weekend activities that make people happiest explains why it s
important to unplug at least for a little while and shares the secret of
why sunday nights may be the most important hours what the most
successful people do on the weekend is a fun practical guide that will
inspire you to rethink your weekends and start your workweek
refreshed renewed and on track laura vanderkam is the author of 168
hours you have more time than you think and all the money in the
world what the happiest people know about getting and spending her
work has appeared in the wall street journal the huffington post usa
today scientific american and reader s digest among other publications
she lives outside philadelphia with her husband and their three
children
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